In dynamic carrier allocation (DCA) strategies, carriers are assigned priorities. Based upon how priorities are assigned to carriers, DCA strategies are classified into three classes: static-priority, dynamic-priority, and hybrid-priority strategies. In this paper, we lay out a theoretical foundation for DCA strategies: we first develop the concept of optimal reuse pattern and then propose a model for resource planning as well as three guiding principles for priority assignment in static-and hybrid-priority DCA strategies. These theoretical results will shed light on the strength and weakness of existing DCA strategies and lead us to developing more efficient strategies.
Introduction
We consider a mobile cellular network that employs both TDMA and FDMA multiplexing techniques. The geographical area covered by the network is assumed to be divided into hexagonal cells [3, 8, 10] . Communications to and from mobile hosts (MHs) in each cell are serviced by a base station (BS) located at the center of the cell; the BSs are interconnected via a wired network. The wireless bandwidth available for mobile users is divided into a set of carriers by frequency division, and each carrier is further divided into a number of channels by time division. Each channel can support a call. We assume that carrier is the basic unit of resource allocation, i.e., if a carrier is assigned to a cell, then all channels in that carrier are available for use by mobile users in that cell. A carrier can be used by different cells without intolerable co-channel interference if their geographic distance is no less than a threshold called the minimum reuse distance. This model is the same as that adopted by the GSM pan-European mobile radio network [11] , the Nanda-Goodman DCA strategy [12] , and the Geometric DCA strategy [1] .
The problem of carrier allocation is to assign carriers to cells so as to minimize the overall rate of blocked calls, where a call is said to be blocked if there is no channel available for its use. It is also called a channel allocation problem if time division is not used so that each carrier contains only one channel. Three types of strategies have been proposed for carrier allocations: fixed, flexible, and dynamic strategies [14] . Fixed strategies allocate a fixed set of carriers to each cell, which is allowed to use the allocated carriers and no others. With dynamic strategies [4] , a cell may use any carrier that will not cause co-channel interference. Carriers are not pre-allocated to cells but, rather, assigned on a dynamic and temporary basis. Typically, each carrier is associated with a priority, and when a cell needs a carrier, it picks the one that is available with the highest priority. The carrier is later returned to the system when it is no longer needed by the cell. Flexible strategies [13] combine the aspects of both fixed and dynamic strategies: (1) each cell is allocated a fixed set of permanent carriers and (2) a number of flexible carriers are set aside to be dynamically allocated to cells upon requests.
Of the three types of strategies, dynamic strategies seem most promising and have been the focus of recent research [1, 12, 15] . Various dynamic carrier allocation (DCA) strategies have been proposed; they differ from each other in the way priorities are assigned to carriers. As priorities can be assigned to carriers in a static, dynamic, or hybrid fashion, DCA strategies are further divided into three classes: static-priority, dynamic-priority, and hybridpriority DCA strategies. In a static-priority strategy such as the Geometric strategy [1] , each carrier in each cell is assigned a fixed priority that does not change over time. In a dynamic-priority strategy such as the Nanda-Goodman [12] and Locally-Optimized strategies [15] , a carrier's priority is dynamically computed. A hybrid-priority scheme is something in between: a carrier's priority is calculated as a static base-priority plus a dynamic adaptive-priority.
All the channel borrowing strategies [6, 9, 15] belong to this class.
A DCA strategy is usually evaluated by its failure rate and overhead. The failure rate is the percentage of calls that are blocked during call arrivals or inter-cell handoffs. The overhead of a DCA strategy is measured by the number of messages exchanged among base stations in order to update carrier priorities. Of the three classes of DCA strategies, static-priority strategies obviously have the lowest overhead, and dynamic-priority strategies the highest. As such, one would naturally expect dynamic-priority strategies to outperform static-and hybrid-priority strategies in terms of failure rate. Unfortunately, this is not the case in the literature: the locally-optimized dynamicpriority strategy is inferior to the borrowing with directional channel-locking strategy (which is a hybrid-priority scheme) [15] ; the static-priority-based Geometric strategy was observed in [1] to have a lower failure rate than the dynamic-priority-based Nanda-Goodman strategy. Is dynamic priority inherently not an effective approach? Or efficient dynamic-priority strategies are just yet to be invented?
We wish to answer these questions in this paper. To this end, we lay out a theoretical foundation for DCA strategies: we first develop the concept of optimal reuse pattern and then propose a model for resource planning as well as three guiding principles for priority assignment in static-and hybrid-priority DCA strategies. These theoretical results will shed light on the strength and weakness of existing DCA strategies and lead us to developing more efficient strategies. Specifically, we propose three new DCA strategies: Column-Wise static-priority (CWSP), Column-Wise hybrid-priority (CWHP), and Two-Step dynamic-priority (TSDP). The CWSP and and CWHP schemes are obtained from the Geometric strategy by following our guiding principles for priority assignment. The TSDP strategy, on the other hand, was derived from the Nanda-Goodman strategy by applying our notion of optimal reuse patterns.
It not only attempts to reuse carriers as compactly as possible (just as the Nanda-Goodman and Locally-Optimized dynamic-priority strategies do), but also goes one step further by bringing the actual carrier reuse pattern closer to the optimal pattern.
The proposed strategies are evaluated by simulation against existing schemes. Strategies of the same class (static-, dynamic-, or hybrid-priority) are compared. As strategies of the same class have similar overhead, we use failure rate as the sole criterion. Both uniform and non-uniform traffic distributions are considered. Here is a summary of our simulation results.
Our Column-Wise static-priority strategy has a lower call failure rate than the Geometric strategy, which was the most efficient static-priority strategy known to us. The improvement is up to 30%.
Our Column-Wise hybrid-priority strategy improves by up to 25% over the Borrowing with Directional Channel-Locking strategy, previously the best strategy in the hybrid-priority class.
Among all dynamic-priority strategies, our Two-Step dynamic-priority strategy has the lowest call failure rate.
It reduces the failure rate up to 95% comparing to the Nanda-Goodman strategy.
The TSDP strategy has the lowest call failure rate among all DCA strategies. It reduces the failure rate by 15% to 95% comparing to other DCA strategies considered in this paper.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the cellular model and illustrates the basic resource operations and the consistency requirement of priority assignment schemes. Section 3 reviews previous work. Section 4 discusses the resource planning model and three principles for assigning priorities to carriers. Sections 5, 6, and 7 are devoted to discussions of static-, hybrid-, and dynamic-priority DCA strategies, respectively. The simulation models and results are presented in section 8.
Preliminary

Cellular Network Model
The cellular network is regarded as a regular grid of hexagonal cells of radius R. An n m cellular network has n rows and m columns of cells. (Fig. 1 shows a 7 7 cellular network.) The cell at rowr and columnc is denoted by (r;c).
Each cell has a geometric center. In the rectangular Cartesian coordinates system with the x-axis pointing to the direction of row 0, the coordinates (x; y) of the center of cell (r;c) can be calculated as:
The distance between two cells c 1 and c 2 , denoted by dist(c 1 ; c 2 ), is defined to be the Euclidean distance between their centers. Thus, given their Cartesian coordinates c 1 = (x 1 ; y 1 ) and c 2 = (x 2 ; y 2 ), the distance between c 1 and c 2 is dist((x 1 ; y 1 ); (x 2 ; y 2 )) = otherwise, r is an available carrier in c, i.e., status(r; c) = AC.
For convenience, we write U(c), I(c), and A(c) to denote the set of used, interfered, and available carriers in c, respectively. Also, we say that a channel in a used carrier is either a busy or a free channel depending on whether it is currently supporting a call.
There are four basic operations for resource allocations:
Channel Acquisition: when a call arrives, an available channel, if any, is allocated to it.
Channel Release: when a call terminates, the channel assigned to it is released.
Carrier Acquisition: an available carrier is assigned to a cell. (A cell needs a new carrier when a new call arrives at it and finds that all channels in the used carriers are busy.)
Carrier Release: a used carrier is released to the system when all channels on the carrier become free.
In a cell, each carrier is associated with an acquisition-priority and a release-priority. These priorities are used to determine the order in which carriers are acquired and released: when a cell needs a carrier, it acquires the available carrier with the highest acquisition-priority; when a cell c wishes to release a carrier to the system, it releases the one in U(c) that has the highest release-priority. Such a release procedure requires intra-cell handoff as described below.
Intra-cell Handoff
There are two basic channel/carrier reallocation operations:
Channel Switch: a free channel is assigned to a call to replace the channel currently used by that call; the former channel becomes busy and latter becomes free.
Carrier Switch: all busy channels of a used carrier are released and their users are assigned the channels of another available carrier.
Channel switch operations are extremely important for efficient carrier use. If a cell has many free channels, they should be "packed" together to make free carriers. In other words, a cell should pack its busy channels into as few carriers as possible and release the newly freed carriers. Such packing is done by switching the calls on the highest release-priority (used) carrier to carriers of low er release-priorities.
Carrier switch operations rearrange the carrier reuse patt ern to achieve a better carrier reuse efficiency. A carrier switch operation is carried out only when a newly available carrier has a higher acquisition-priority than some used carriers. It consists of one or more channel switch operations, i.e., all calls on the highest release-priority (used) carrier are switched to the newly available carrier.
Channel switch and carrier switch operations, which are also called intra-cell handoffs, are important for DCA strategies to meet the rapidly changing demand and to achieve better resource utilization [2] .
Consistent Priority Assignment Scheme
Definition 3 (priority consistency) A priority assignment scheme is consistent if the following is true for any two carriers r 1 and r 2 in any cell c:
acquisition-priority(r 1 ; c) > acquisition-priority(r 2 ; c) () release-priority(r 1 ; c) < release-priority(r 2 ; c):
It is important that acquisition-priorities and release-priorities are consistent, or the system may be unstable as illustrated in the following example. Because r 1 has the highest release-priority, it will be released first. Once r 1 is released and becomes available, a carrier switch will take place between r 1 and r 2 . Once r 2 becomes available, a new carrier switch will again take place between r 2 and r 1 . This leads to endless switches between r 1 and r 2 .
Therefore, consistency is a necessary requirement of any priority assignment scheme. For static-priority and hybrid-priority DCA strategies, one may simply let release-priority(r; c) = ?acquisition-priority(r; c) so as to meet the consistency requirement. For dynamic-priority strategies, it is sometimes necessary to apply different functions to calculate a carrier's acquisition-priority and release-priority, respectively.
For simplicity, we will use the term "priority" in places of "acquisition-priority" whenever it is unambiguous.
Previous Work
In this section, we briefly review three existing strategies: the Geometric static-priority DCA strategy [1] , the borrowing with directional channel-locking hybrid-priority strategy [15] , and the Nanda-Goodman dynamic-priority DCA strategy [12] .
Geometric Strategy
In the Geometric strategy [1] , the set of all cells is divided into k subsets S 0 ; S 1 ; : : : ; S k?1 such that no two cells in the same subset have a distance less than D min , i.e., no two cells interfere with each other. The set of all carriers is evenly split into k subsets P 0 ; P 1 ; : : : ; P k?1 , and the carriers in P i are called the first-choice carriers for the cells in G i (i = 0; 1; : : : ; n ? 1). The carriers in each subset form an ordered list. LetP i denote the ordered list of the carriers in P i . When a cell c 2 S i needs a carrier, it checks the listsP i ;P i+1 ; : : : ;P k?1 ;P 0 ; : : : ;P i?1 , in that order, and acquires the first available carrier encountered.
Borrowing with Directional Channel-Locking (BDCL) Strategy
The BDCL strategy [15] is a variant of the channel-borrowing strategy [6, 7] . Although it was originally proposed for channel allocation, it is perfectly applicable to our problem of carrier allocation.
Similar to the Geometric strategy, the set of all cells is divided into k subsets, S 0 ; S 1 ; : : : ; S k?1 , and the carriers are evenly split into k subsets, P 0 ; P 1 ; : : : ; P k?1 . Each cell is preallocated a set of "nominal" carriers, i.e., carriers in P i are the nominal carriers for the cells in S i . The nominal carriers in each cell are prioritized. During carrier acquisition, a cell acquires the available nominal carrier that has the highest priority. If none of the nominal carriers is available, it borrows the carrier that has the lowest priority from the "richest" IN cell, i.e., the cell with the most unassigned nominal carriers. Hence, the priority of a borrowed (non-nominal) carrier is the original fixed priority of the carrier plus the "richness" factor of the neighboring cells in which it is a nominal carrier.
Nanda-Goodman Strategy
In the Nanda-Goodman strategy [12] , the acquisition-priorities and release-priorities of the carriers are calculated dynamically as follows. Given a cell c, the acquisition-priority of an available carrier r in c is defined as the number of cells in c's interference neighborhood in which r is an interfered carrier, i.e., acquisition-priority(r; c) = jfc 0 2 IN(c) j status(r; c 0 ) = ICgj:
Thus, a carrier has a higher acquisition-priority if its use in c will cause a smaller number of new cells to become interfered.
The release-priority of a used carrier r is defined as the number of cells in IN(c) in which r will become available should r be released by c, i.e., release-priority(r; c) = jfc 0 2 IN(c) j (r; c 0 ) = 1gj (3) where (r; c 0 ) is the number of cells in IN(c 0 ) in which the carrier r is currently used. Thus, for two used carriers r 1 and r 2 in c, r 1 has a higher release-priority than r 2 if and only if the release of r 1 will make itself available in more IN cells than the release of r 2 . It is easy to verify that the acquisition-priority and the release-priority of a carrier are consistent.
Foundation
In this section, we develop the foundation for DCA strategies: the optimal reuse pattern concept, a formal resource planning model, and three guiding principles for priority assignment in static-priority and hybrid-priority DCA strategies.
Optimal Reuse Pattern Definition 4
The reuse pattern of a carrier r, denoted by S(r), is the set of cells in which r is in use, i.e., S(r) = fc j status(r; c) = UCg:
The reuse frequency of a carrier r, denoted by f(r), is the number of cells in S(r), i.e., f(r) = jS(r)j:
The co-channel interference constraint requires that a carrier can be reused in two cells if and only if the distance between the two cells is at least D min . For any c 1 ; c 2 2 S(r), we have dist(c 1 ; c 2 ) D min . Hence, there is an upper bound on the size of S(r). A carrier's possible largest reuse pattern is referred to as the optimal reuse pattern, and its corresponding reuse frequency the optimal reuse frequency.
In the following, we define an equivalent relation ? on the set of all cells C and thus partition C into equivalent classes. We will establish a one-to-one correspondence between equivalent classes and optimal reuse patterns.
Although the existence of such a correspondence do not depend on any specific D min , we will assume D min = 3 p 3R
for the sake of simplicity and clarity. It is easy to verify that ? is indeed an equivalence relation which partitions C into equivalence classes. With D min = 3 p 3R, the cells are partitioned into 9 equivalent classes (Fig. 2 ).
For the notion of optimal reuse patterns to be meaningful, the cellular network under study must be large enough so that the boundary of the network will not significantly affect the results. Since a carrier can be reused every three cells in the same row or column (Fig. 2) , we assume that the layout of the cellular network is (3k 1 ) (3k 2 ). Hence, the set of cells are partitioned by ? into 9 classes, each containing k 1 k 2 cells. Furthermore, in order not to be distracted by the boundary's insignificant effect, we employ a "wrapped-around" cellular network model, in which the left-most column of cells is regarded as adjacent to the right-most column of cells and the top-row of cells is adjacent to the bottom-row. Thus, the cell at row i and column j has six closest neighbors: ((i ? 1) 3k 2 ; j), 
The acquisition of a carrier r in a cell c 6 2 G i inhibits the acquisition of r in three or four G i cells. 
k 2 , which is achieved if and only if the carrier's reuse pattern is identical to an equivalence class.
A formal proof of the theorem is given in the Appendix. Here, we shed some light on the theorem by an example. If a carrier r is not used by any cell outside G i , then its optimal reuse frequency will be achieved when every cell in G i uses r. However, the optimal reuse frequency is not achievable if r is used by some cell not in G i .
For instance, in Fig. 3 , the acquisition of r by a cell c 6 2 G i will inhibit three or four cells in G i from acquiring r.
Since the reuse pattern of r contains cells from different classes, it will never be optimal.
The assumption that D min = 3 p 3R in the above theorem is not crucial. Similar results hold for other D min values. For instance, if D min = p 21R as assumed in some other strategies [6, 7, 9, 12, 15] , then the cells are partitioned into 7 equivalent classes; and in a (k 1 ) (7k 2 ) wrapped-around cellular network, the optimal reuse frequency of a carrier is k 1 k 2 and it can be achieved if and only if the carrier's reuse pattern is identical to some equivalence class.
Resource Planning
Both static-priority and hybrid-priority DCA strategies require some priori information about carrier status. For instance, in the channel borrowing strategies [15] , each cell is allocated a set of nominal carriers beforehand; in the Geometric DCA strategy [1] , each cell must know its first-choice carriers prior to any carrier acquisition. We call the process of assigning special status to carriers resource planning.
1. Partition the set of all cells into a number of disjoint subsets, G 0 ; G 1 ; : : : ; G k?1 such that any two cells in the same subset are apart by a distance of at least D min . Accordingly, partition the set of all carriers into k subsets: P 0 ; P 1 ; : : : ; P k?1 . Let c be a cell and r a carrier. For convenience, we define c to be a primary (secondary) cell of r if and only if r is a primary (secondary) carrier of c. Thus, the cells in G i are primary cells of the carriers in P i , and are secondary cells of the carriers in P j (j 6 = i).
There are two design issues here. First, how to partition the set of cells? Second, how to partition the set of carriers? Theorems 1 and 2 suggest us to partition the cells into equivalence classes using the relation ?. As for the second issue, it is closely related to the traffic distribution in the cells. In case of unknown or unpredictable traffic distribution, one may simply let each subset P i (i = 0; 1; : : : ; k ? 1) have roughly the same number of carriers.
Principles of Priority Assignment
Resource planning distinguishes between primary and secondary carriers, and assigns higher priorities to primary than to secondary carriers. This is done at each cell. The questions are:
1. How should primary carriers be prioritized among themselves at each cell? 2. How should secondary carriers be prioritized among themselves at each cell?
3. Can cells be independent of one another in prioritizing the carriers?
We address these questions in the following.
The First Principle Principle 1 All cells in a same class G i should prioritize their primary carriers (i.e. those carriers in P i ) according to the same order.
Consider the cells in G i and the carriers in P i . At first glance, it may appear that cells in G i are outside each other's interference distance and hence their primary carriers can be prioritized independently by each individual cell. This is actually not the case. Prioritizing primary carriers in the same fashion tends to increase the availability of these carriers to be used as secondary carriers by secondary cells. For instance, let c be a secondary cell for P i (i.e., c = 2 G i ), and the primary cells of P i in IN(c) are fc 1 ; c 2 ; c 3 ; c 4 g. Let S j be the set of primary carriers currently being used by c j (j = 0; 1; 2; 3). Obviously, any carrier in S 1 S 2 S 3 S 4 is not available for c, and it is desirable to make S 1 S 2 S 3 S 4 as small as possible. If Principle 1 is followed, then the carriers in P i tend to be acquired in a similar order by c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , and c 4 . The overlap among the S j 's tends to be bigger (and hence S 1 S 2 S 3 S 4 is smaller) than if Principle 1 is not followed. The optimal scenario is when S 1 S 2 S 3 S 4 = S j 0 for some 0 j 0 3, i.e., each S j is a subset of S j 0 . In summary, the number of secondary carriers available for a cell is likely to increase if all the carriers in P i (i = 0; 1; : : : ; k ? 1) are prioritized in the same order in their primary cells. This principle has been followed by some DCA strategies (e.g., the Geometric and the BDCL) seemingly because of its simplicity. Our contribution here is pointing out its importance in system performance.
The Second Principle
Principle 2 A secondary carrier from the richest set should be assigned the highest priority.
In a cell, there is only one set of primary carriers, but k ? 1 sets of secondary carriers. The primary carriers are defined following the optimal reuse patterns during resource planning, and their acquisitions will follow the optimal reuse patterns -the most compact reuse patterns. The secondary carriers are usually acquired in a lot less compact fashion. Thus, an important question is how to prioritize the secondary carriers such that cells can use more primary cells.
The second principle suggests to acquire it from the richest secondary carrier set. The question is how to measure "richness." Consider a cell c 2 G i . Every P j (j 6 = i) is a secondary carrier set for c, and P j has a number of primary cells in IN(c) (Fig. 3) . We measure the richness of P j at c, denoted by (P j ; c), as the minimum number of primary carriers which are available in the primary cells of P j in IN(c), i.e., (P j ; c) = minfjP j \ A(x)j : x 2 G j \ IN(c)g (4) For convenience, among the primary cells in G j \ IN(c), we call the one with the fewest available primary carriers the poorest cell in G j \ IN(c). Obviously, a secondary carrier set, say P j 0, is richer than another one, say P j 00, at c if and only if the poorest cell in G j 0 \ IN(c) has fewer primary carriers than the poorest cell in G j 00 \ IN(c).
The motivation to acquire a secondary carrier from the richest set is to reduce the chance that the poorest cell in G j \ IN(c) might soon use up its primary carriers and have to acquire a secondary carrier. For instance, assume that a cell c has to acquire a secondary carrier from either set P 1 or P 2 , and that P 1 is richer than P 2 at c. It is not hard to vision that the poorest cell in G 2 \ IN(c) is more likely to use up its primary carriers than the poorest cell in G 1 \ IN(c). If c acquires a carrier from P 2 instead of a carrier from P 1 , the poorest cell in G 2 \ IN(c) will use up their primary carriers and have to acquire secondary carrie rs sooner (maybe from P 1 ). This principle is not followed by the Geometric strategy. We will show that by partially adopting this principle, a modified Geometric strategy (see section 5) will perform better. Our simulation results in section 8 will confirm this.
The Third Principle Principle 3 The primary cells and secondary cells of P i should prioritize the carriers in P i according to the same order.
The second principle suggests to acquire a secondary carrier from the richest set. The third principle indicates which carrier in that set to acquire. Again, let us consider a cell c 2 G i which needs to acquire a secondary carrier. Assume that P j is the richest for c. Question: how should c prioritize the carriers in P j ? One well-accepted suggestion is to prioritize them in the reverse order as they are prioritized in the primary cells, i.e., cells in G j . For instance, suppose P j = fr 1 ; r 2 ; r 3 g and priority(r 1 ) > priority(r 2 ) > priority(r 3 ) in P j 's primary cells. Then, let priority(r 1 ) < priority(r 2 ) < priority(r 3 ) in cell c. This scheme was adopted by various borrowing with channelordering strategies [6, 15] . The idea here seems to keep the carrier acquisitions in the primary cells less affected by the carrier acquisitions in the secondary cells.
Our third principle suggests just the opposite: the carriers in P j should be prioritized in c in exactly the same order as they are prioritized in P j 's primary cells. Our intuition is to use the carriers as compactly as possible. (From a cell's point of view, a carrier's reuse pattern is more compact if it is reused by more neighboring cells.) We feel that acquiring the carriers in the same order instead of the reverse order will tend to help reuse the carriers more compactly. For instance, suppose r 1 ; r 2 2 P j and priority(r 1 ) > priority(r 2 ) in P j 's primary cells. With a higher priority, r 1 is likely to be acquired by more primary cells than is r 2 . If both r 1 and r 2 are available for c, acquiring r 1 tends to result in a more compact reuse pattern than acquiring r 2 . Thus, as our third principle, we propose to assign a higher priority to r 1 than to r 2 . This principle is not followed by the BDCL strategy. We will show that by simply adopting this principle, a modified BDCL strategy (see section 6) will perform better. Our simulation results in section 8 will confirm this.
Remarks
We have proposed three principles to guide the design of static-and hybrid-priority DCA strategies. It must be mentioned that these three principles are not of equivalent importance, i.e., a DCA strategy violating one principle will experience different performance degradation from a DCA strategy violating another principle. Consider a DCA strategy, say , which follows all three principles. We modify to i which violates exactly the i th principle (i = 1; 2; 3):
: It follows all three principles.
1 : It follows the second and third principles. It acquires primary carriers using random selection.
2 : It follows the first and third principles. It acquires a secondary carrier from randomly selected secondary carrier set.
3 : It follows the first and second principles. It randomly selects a secondary carrier by assigning the same priority to all the carriers in a secondary carrier set.
Our study on relative importance of these principles is conducted via simulations. The simulation results show that 1 < p 2 < p 3 < p Where < p denotes "is worse in performance than". In other words, the first principle is most important and the third principle is lest important among the three.
Static-Priority DCA Strategies
The biggest advantage of static-priority DCA strategies as a whole is their low overhead. Carriers' priorities are fixed and need no update. However, the biggest disadvantage of static-priority strategies also results from the fixed priorities of the carriers. Since the priorities of the carriers do not reflect the local traffic density and local carrier reuse patterns, the performance of static-priority strategies is handicapped.
The Geometric strategy [1] , being the first static-priority DCA strategy, has shown its strength in low cost and decent performance. An analysis of the Geometric strategy shows that it follows the first and third principles proposed in the previous section. But the Geometric strategy does not follow the second principle. A cell in G i always acquires a secondary carrier from P i+1 ; P i+2 ; : : : ; P i?1 in that specific order, and the chance that the acquired carrier is from the richest set is no better than a random draw.
Because the priorities of the carriers are fixed in the static-priorities strategies, it is impossible to design a staticpriority strategy that always follows the second principle, i.e., a cell acquires a secondary carrier from the richest set. However, it is possible to design a static-priority strategy in which a cell acquires a secondary carrier from a rich set most of the time. One such strategy, called column-wise static-priority (CWSP) strategy, is presented in the following. The CWSP strategy is better than the Geometric strategy because it preserves low overhead of the Geometric strategy and achieves lower failure rate.
The Column-Wise Static-Priority (CWSP) Strategy
Let the cells be partitioned into k equivalence classes: G 0 ; G 1 ; : : : ; G k?1 . Without loss of generality, we assume that there are a total of k n carriers, namely 0; 1; : : : ; k n ? 1, which are evenly divided into k subsets 1 : P 0 ; P 1 ; : : : ; P k?1 . Let P l = fl n; l n + 1; : : : ; (l + 1) n ? 1g (l = 0; 1; : : : ; n ? 1).
In the CWSP strategy, the priority of a carrier i n + j in a cell c 2 G l is:
where m n. Remember that carriers in P l are the primary carriers in the cells in G l and the primary carriers are assigned higher priorities than the second carriers.
Matrix Representations
Let CM be the carrier matrix such that CM i;j is the j th carrier in P i . The carriers can be represented by a k n carrier matrix:
CM k n = 2 6 6 6 6 6 4 P0 P1
. . . 
Corresponding to the k n carrier matrix, each cell has a k n priority matrix (PM ) such that PM i;j is the priority of CM i;j in that cell. All the cells in G l have the same priority matrix which, denoted by PM(G l ), is shown as follows according to Eq. 5: PM(G l ) k n = 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 PM(G l )0;
. . .
. . . PM(G l ) k?1; 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 = 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 n n ? 1 : : : 
From the priority matrix of the CWSP strategy, we may observe that (1) when a cell needs a new carriers, it acquires a primary carrier if one is available; (2) if none of its primary carriers is available, it searches the first column, the second column, etc, in that specific order until it finds an available carrier. If there are more than one available carrier in a column, a cell will randomly select one.
The CWSP strategy differs from the Geometric strategy in how the secondary carriers are acquired. The following priority matrix reflect exactly the same order in which the carriers will be acquired in the Geometric static-priority strategy:
PM(G l ) k n = 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 PM(G l )0;
PM(G
In the Geometric static-priority strategy, when a cell needs a carrier and none of its primary carriers is available, it acquires a secondary carrier from the next row (below the row of the primary carriers), the row below the next row, etc, in that specific order. In fact, the Geometric strategy can be called row-wise static-priority strategy.
Analysis
It is easy to see that the Geometric strategy follows the first and third principles, but not the second principle. The CWSP strategy differs from the Geometric strategy in that it partially follows the second principle. In the following, we prove it by showing that if the highest-prioritized secondary carrier in a set is available in a cell, those carriers with lower priorities in the same set are also available in the cell with only one exception. 
Proof. Because x is available but y is not available in c, we can conclude that y = 2 U(c) otherwise a carrier switch operation between y and the highest-priority available carrier (e.g. x) would have taken place. Hence, y must be an interfered carrier in c, i.e., 9c 0 2 IN(c) s:t: y 2 U(c 0 ). Since y 2 U(c 0 ), we know x = 2 A(c 0 ) otherwise a carrier switch operation between y and the highest-priority available carrier (e.g. x) will take place. Similarly, for any carrier z that has a higher priority than y in c 0 , z 6 2 A(c 0 ).
Also, x = 2 U(c 0 ) because x 2 A(c). Hence, x 2 I(c 0 ).
The only scenario in which Eq. 9 holds is shown in Fig. 4: x is available and y is not available in c because (1) y is in use in c 0 2 IN(c); (2) x is interfered in c 0 ; and (3) any carrier with a higher priority than y is not available in c 0 . Although we cannot describe quantitatively how often this scenario will occur, we can see that it is not a very common situation.
Therefore, if a secondary carrier is available in c, then those carriers in the same set but with lower priorities are likely to be available in c. In other words, the highest-priority available carrier is probably from the richest set, i.e., the CWSP strategy closely follows the second principle.
Remarks
There are two places worthy of remarks about the CWSP strategy. First, it is only for the simplicity of presentation that we assign the same priority to the secondary carriers in the same column. In this case, when there are more than one available secondary carrier in one column, the acquisition of a secondary carrier will be non-deterministic.
Another approach is to assign distinct priorities to the secondary carriers in the same column such that the acquisition of a secondary carrier will be deterministic. For example, for a secondary carrier i n+j in a cell c 6 2 G i , its priority can be assigned as priority(i n + j; c) = n ? j + i k (j = 0; 1; : : : ; n ? 1)
We have run simulations of the CWSP strategy with both approaches and we have found that the difference between the performance of the two approaches is negligible.
Second, the priority matrix of the carriers is presented with the assumption that the carriers are evenly divided into k sets. However, this assumption is not essential to the CWSP strategy. Assume that P i (i = 0; 1; : : : ; k ? 1) consists of n i carriers, and there are a total of P k?1 j=0 n j carriers. Let P i = ft i ; t i + 1; : : : ; t i + n i ? 1g, we have 
where m P n i .
Hybrid-Priority DCA Strategies
As it is mentioned in the previous section that it is impossible to develop a static-priority strategy in which a cell always acquire a secondary carrier from the richest set. This limitation of the static-priority DCA strategies leads us to the development of a new hybrid-priority DCA strategy. In a hybrid-priority DCA strategy, the priorities of the secondary carriers are fully adaptive to the local carrier reuse patterns such that the highest priority secondary carrier is always from the richest set. It is expected that hybrid-priority strategies will outperform the static-priority strategies with the tradeoff of higher overhead.
In this section, we will propose the Column-Wise hybrid-priority (CWHP) DCA strategy and compare it to the Borrowing with Directional Channel Locking (BDCL) strategy [15] .
Column-Wise Hybrid-Priority Strategy
The priority of a carrier in a hybrid-priority strategy comprises two parts:
priority(r; c) = base-priority(r; c) + adaptive-priority(r; c)
Here, base-priority(r,c) is static, and adaptive-priority(r,c) is dynamic. To make a hybrid-priority strategy fully adaptive to local carrier reuse patterns, the adaptive-priority of a carrier is defined as follows:
adaptive-priority(r; c) = 8 > < > : 0 if r is a primary carrier in c (P i ; c) if r 2 P i is a secondary carrier in c (11) where (P i ; c) reflects the "richness" of the set P i as defined in Eq. 4, and is a constant that is greater than the base-priority of any secondary carriers and less than the base-priority of any primary carriers.
Hence, the secondary carrier that has the highest priority must be from the richest set. When a carrier in P i is acquired or released by a neighborhood cell of c, (P i ; c) will be changed and the priorities of the carriers in P i will be adjusted. Necessary carrier switch operations will be taken to guarantee that a secondary carrier in use always has a higher priority than an available secondary carrier. 
where m n.
Analysis and Comparisons
The CWHP strategy follows all three principles, and it differs from the BDCL strategy in two aspects. First, the BDCL strategy does not follow the third principle. The secondary cells prioritize the carriers in a set in the reverse order as by the primary cells. Second, the BDCL strategy lacks a universal priority assignment scheme so that there is no guarantee that an acquired secondary carrier is always from the richest set. For example, suppose a cell c acquires a secondary carrier from the richest set P j . However, due to the increasing demand of carriers in the primary cells of P j in IN(c), (P j ; c) is decreased and some other set, say P l , becomes richer than P j . In this case, a carrier switch operation between the acquired secondary carrier in P j and an available secondary carrier in P l is desirable. However, this kind of resource reallocation operations are not supported in the BDCL strategy.
Dynamic-Priority DCA Strategies
Following the resource planning model and the three principles, we have proposed a static-and a hybrid-priority DCA strategy in the previous two sections. However, dynamic-priority DCA strategies do not require resource planning. A carrier's priority in a dynamic-priority strategy is determined dynamically according to current traffic density and carrier reuse patterns in neighboring cells. Thus, dynamic-priority strategies incur much higher overhead because of frequent priority updates. It would be natural to expect that dynamic-priority strategies outperform the static-and hybrid-priority strategies. However, the dynamic-priority strategies in the literature [12, 15] cannot fulfill this expectation. An analysis of these strategies using the optimal reuse pattern concept will reveal the reason.
The resource planning required by static-priority and hybrid-priority strategies are based on the optimal reuse patterns. When a cell needs a carrier, it always acquires a primary carrier first. The main strength of resource planning is that, when the traffic is uniform, most carriers used in a cell are the primary carriers and thus most carriers can achieve the optimal reuse pattern. Its weakness is that, when the traffic is non-uniform, many carriers used in "hot" cells are secondary carriers. Since the secondary carriers are acquired in ways not aimed to get compact reuse patterns, this will lead to less compact reuse patterns and thus lower reuse efficiency of the secondary carriers.
On the other hand, those dynamic-priority DCA strategies [12, 15] ignore the optimal reuse patterns. Usually, a dynamic-priority DCA strategy is simply a greedy method in which a cell c tries to acquire a carrier that are mostly used in its neighboring cells in order to obtain compact reuse patterns. For instance, the priority of a carrier in Nanda-Goodman strategy, defined in Eq. 2, is an indicator of the reuse frequency of the carrier in c's neighborhood.
The Nanda-Goodman strategy intends to reuse a carrier in as many cells as possible; but it does not attempt to follow optimal reuse patterns.
As such, one would expect that, under uniform traffic conditions, the static-priority and hybrid-priority strategies will outperform the those dynamic-priority strategies because they have better chances to achieve optimal or near optimal reuse patterns.
However, those dynamic-priority strategies can perform as well as, maybe better than, the static-priority and hybrid-priority strategies under non-uniform traffic distributions. Because the "hot" cells may require much more carriers than the "normal" cells, many carriers acquired by the "hot" cells are the secondary carriers in the staticpriority and hybrid-priority strategies, whose reuse efficiency will be relatively low. However, carrier allocations in the Nanda-Goodman strategy are fully adaptive to local carrier reuse patterns. The reuse pattern of any carrier, though may not be optimal, is always as compact as possible. This guarantees relatively high carrier reuse efficiency in the those dynamic-priority strategies under non-uniform traffic distribution.
In this section, we propose the first dynamic-priority strategy in which carriers can be acquired following the optimal reuse patterns. In the new strategy, carriers are distinguished as the primary carriers and secondary carriers, and the priorities of the primary carriers and secondary carriers are computed by different functions. The new strategy is called the Two-
Step dynamic-priority (TSDP) strategy because it takes two steps to compute the priority of a carrier:
1. Determine if the carrier is a primary carrier or a secondar y carrier.
2. Compute the priority of the carrier accordingly.
Primary and Secondary Carriers
Recall that the set of all cells is partitioned into optimal reuse patterns G 0 ; G 1 ; : : : ; G k?1 under equivalence relation
?. Due to the hexagonal shape of cells, a cell c 2 G i has exactly six neighboring cells whose distance to c is D min and the center of these six cells form a new hexagon with radius D min . Because these six cells are also in the optimal reuse pattern G i , we call them the locally-optimal reuse pattern of c, denoted by LOP(c). 
Definition 7
In the TSDP strategy, a carrier r is a primary carrier in a cell c if r is currently being used by at least cells in LOP(c). Otherwise, r is a secondary carrier in c.
In the definition, we leave the value of unspecified. It could be any value between 0 and 6 (since jLOP(c)j = 6). However, the value of has great impact on the reuse patterns of the carriers. If is too large, say 6, then the requirement for being a primary carrier is so stringent that a carrier is unlikely to become a primary carrier, and thus, it is highly unlikely to be acquired following the optimal reuse pattern. If is too smaller, say 1, then the requirement for being a primary carrier is so loose that a carrier is likely to become a primary carrier in cells of different sets, and thus, it is highly unlikely to be acquired following the optimal reuse pattern either. It is not hard to see that the best effect will be achieved with a value between 1 and 6. According to our simulation results, the proposed TSDP DCA strategy will produce the best result with = 2. Thus, one may assume = 2 in the above definition.
Priorities of Primary Carriers
The acquisition-priority of a primary carrier in a cell c is:
acquisition-priority(r; c) = 
where the weight function is defined as:
N if status(r; c 0 ) = UC 1 if status(r; c 0 ) = AC 0 if status(r; c 0 ) = IC (15) where N is a positive number greater than the number of cells in IN(c) . In other words, if r is used by exactly p cells in LOP(c) and is available in exactly q cells in LOP(c) (where p+q 6), then acquisition-priority(r; c) = p N +q. Thus, a primary carrier that is used in more cells in LOP(c) is assigned a higher acquisition-priority. If two primary carriers are used in the same number of cells in LOP(c), the one that is available in more cells in LOP(c) is assigned a higher acquisition-priority.
To be consistent with the acquisition-priority, the release-priority of a primary carrier is defined as release-priority(r; c) = ?acquisition-priority(r; c)
Priorities of Secondary Carriers
For secondary carriers, we wish to reuse them as compactly as possible. A priority function that assigns a higher acquisition-priority to those carriers which are reused in more neighboring cells will serve our purpose. Here, we borrow the Nanda-Goodman priority functions. Thus, if r is a secondary carrier for cell c, Figure 5 : In Nanda-Goodman dynamic-priority strategy, it is difficult to achieve locally-optimal reuse pattern.
Properties of the Two-Step Dynamic-Priority Strategy
In the TSDP strategy, we purposely distinguish between primary and secondary carriers, and apply different schemes to compute their priorities. In the very beginning, before any carrier has been acquired by any cell, every carrier is a secondary carrier. In this stage, our strategy is no difference from Nanda-Goodman dynamic-priority strategy since we adopt their priority functions for secondary carriers. However, the TSDP strategy distinguishes itself from the Nanda-Goodman strategy with the upgrade and wave properties.
The TSDP strategy has the upgrade property: when a secondary carrier is used in two cells in LOP(c), it becomes a primary carrier in the cell c. As a primary carrier is assigned a higher priority than a secondary carrier, the upgrade property shows that the primary carriers are more likely to be reused following the locally-optimal patterns. The rational for upgrading secondary carriers can be explained by the following example. Suppose there are only two carriers, x and y, with x being used in four cells in LOP(a) and y being used in two cells in LOP(b) (see Fig. 5 ). In Nanda-Goodman strategy, when b needs a new carrier, it will acquire x because more cells in IN(b) are interfered by x than by y. Later, when a needs a carrier, it will acquire y. Hence, neither x nor y is reused following the locally-optimal pattern. However, in TSDP strategy, b will acquire y and a will acquire x because y and x are the primary carriers in b and a, respectively. Both x and y are then reused following the locally-optimal patterns. This example illustrates the importance of upgrading a secondary carrier to a primary carrier.
The TSDP strategy also has the wave property: if a primary carrier is used in a cell c, it is also a primary carrier in most of the cells in LOP(c). If a carrier is a primary carrier in the cell c, then it must be in use in at least two cells in LOP(c). Depending on the locations of the two cells in LOP(c), the same carrier is also a primary carrier in at least four of the cells in LOP(c). In Fig. 6(a) , the carrier is a primary carrier in all six cells in LOP(c); In Fig. 6(b) , the carrier is a primary carrier in all six cells but c 4 ; In Fig. 6(c) , the carrier is a primary carrier in all six cells but c 3 and c 4 . From the priority function of the primary carriers, we know that the more LOP cells in which a carrier is used, the higher priority it has. Therefore, the wave property shows that the primary carriers are more likely to be reused following the (global) optimal reuse patterns. From both upgrade and wave properties, it is not hard to see that the TSDP strategy can bring the reuse pattern of a primary carrier closer to the optimal reuse pattern: the acquisition of a primary carrier starts from one cell, then spreads to its LOP cells, then spreads to the LOP cells of its LOP cells, and so on. In summary, in the TSDP strategy, both primary carriers and secondary carriers are reused effi ciently: the secondary carriers are reused as compactly as possible, and the primary carriers are reused following the optimal reuse patterns. It should not be a surprise that the TSDP strategy outperforms all the static-priority, hybrid-priority, and dynamic-priority strategies under both uniform and non-uniform traffic distributions.
Simulation
In the following, we first present two simulation models for uniform and non-uniform traffic distributions, respectively. Then, we compare the strategies that have been discussed in this paper.
Simulation Models
Each DCA strategy discussed in this paper is simulated under both uniform and non-uniform traffic distributions. The simulated cellular network is a wrapped-around layout with 15 15 cells. The total number of available carriers in the system is 72, with four channels per carrier. Under uniform traffic distribution, traffic in each cell is characterized by the mean inter-arrival time, mean service time, and mean inter-handoff time, all assumed to be negative exponentially distributed. We assume that the mean service time per call is three minutes, which is close to the mean duration of calls in real life. We also assume that it takes one minute on average for a handoff to occur. We consider it a reasonable assumption because a cell usually covers one or two blocks in metropolitan areas and it may take a mobile user in a car about a minute to cross a block. The assumed values of the simulation parameters of the uniform traffic model are shown in Table 1 .
Under non-uniform traffic distribution, a cell can be in one of two states: hot state or normal state. A cell in the normal state is characterized by low inter-arrival rate and high inter-handoff rate. On the contrary, a cell in the hot state is characterized by high inter-arrival rate and low inter-handoff rate to picture more arriving new users and/or prevailing stationary users. Hence, we assume that the mean inter-arrival rate in a hot cell is three times of that in a normal cell, and that the inter-handoff rate is one-third of that in a normal cell. Each cell can dwell in either state for an exponentially distributed time, independent of each other. We assume that most cells are in the normal state most of the time. The assumed values of the simulation parameters are shown in Table 2 .
Measurements
Each DCA strategy is measured by its overhead and performance. The overhead of a DCA strategy is measured by the number of messages exchanged among base stations in order to update the priorities of the carriers. Among the three classes of DCA strategies, we know that DCA strategies of the same class have similar overhead.
A static-priority strategy incurs less overhead than a hybrid-priority strategy, which incurs less overhead than a dynamic-priority strategy.
The performance of a DCA strategy is measured by the failure rate of the strategy. The failure rate (R f ) can be calculated from the blocking rate R b and the dropping rate R d : R f = R b + (1 ? R b )R d . Here, the blocking rate is the percentage of new calls that are blocked, and the dropping rate the percentage of on-going calls that are dropped during inter-cell handoffs. In this section, we only list the failure rates of different DCA strategies instead of both blocking rates and failure rates because the blocking rate and failure rate are consistent: in all the DCA strategies under consideration: if a DCA strategy has a lower failure rate, it also has a lower blocking, and vice versa. Each simulation run processes one and half million channel requests, but data was not collected until after the first one hundred and fifty thousand channel requests has been processed in order to eliminate the impact of startup transients. The mean value of a measured data is obtained via collecting a large number of samples such that the confidence interval is reasonably small. In most cases, the 95% confidence interval is less than 10% of the sample mean.
Main Results
Column-wise Static-Priority Strategy vs. Geometric Static-Priority Strategy
Tbl.3 and Tbl.4 tell us that the Column-Wise static-priority (CWSP) strategy reduces the failure rate over the Geometric strategy under uniform and non-uniform traffic distributions, respectively. The reduction is significant especially when the traffic is light or moderate. Since both strategies require resource planning and have similar cost, the CWSP strategy is obviously a better choice than the Geometric strategy.
Column-Wise Hybrid-Priority Strategy vs. Borrowing with Directional Channel-Locking Strategy
Tbl. 5 and Tbl.6 demonstrate that the Column-Wise hybrid-priority (CWHP) strategy reduces the failure rate over the borrowing with directional channel-locking (BDCL) strategy under uniform and non-uniform traffic distributions, respectively. Since both strategies incur similar cost, the CWHP strategy is obviously a better choice than the BDCL strategy.
Comparing to the failure rate of the CWSP strategy as shown in Tbl. 3 and Tbl. 4, we can see that the CWHP strategy achieves more reductions than the CWSP strategy over the Geometric strategy. However, it should be noted that a hybrid-priority strategy usually incur higher cost than a static-priority. 
Two-Step Dynamic-Priority Strategy vs. Nanda-Goodman Dynamic-Priority Strategy
Tbl. 7 and Tbl. 8 show that the reduction of the failure rate of the Two-Step dynamic-priority (TSDP) strategy over the Nanda-Goodman strategy is huge under both uniform and non-uniform traffic distributions. Since both strategies have similar cost, the TSDP strategy is obviously a much better choice than the Nanda-Goodman strategy.
Comparisons of the Three New DCA Strategies
We have proposed three new DCA strategies in this paper: the column-wise static-priority (CWSP) strategy, the column-wise hybrid-priority (CWHP) strategy, and the Two-Step dynamic-priority (TSDP) strategy.
Each newly proposed strategy outperforms its rivals in the literature that have similar cost. As shown in Fig.   7 , the CWSP strategy incurs similar cost while outperforms the Geometric strategy; the CWHP strategy incurs similar cost while outperforms the BDCL strategy; and the TSDP strategy incurs similar cost while outperforms the Nanda-Goodman strategy.
Among the three proposed strategies, the TSDP strategy has the best performance and highest cost; the CWSP strategy has the lowest cost and the worst performance. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we classified the DCA strategies into three classes: static-priority, hybrid-priority and dynamic-priority strategies. We developed the concept of the optimal carrier reuse pattern which has become the foundation for designing efficient DCA strategies.
We proposed a formal resource planning model and three principles for priority assignment for static-priority and hybrid-priority DCA strategies. Following the principles, we presented the Column-Wise static-priority DCA strategy and the Column-Wise hybrid-priority DCA strategy. Then we proposed the Two-Step Dynamic-Priority DCA strategy which has the best performance among all DCA strategies under both uniform and non-uniform traffic distributions.
All three new DCA strategies proposed in this paper can be implemented in either a centralized or a distributed fashion. The reader is referred to [5] for more detailed on distributed implementations of DCA strategies in mobile cellular networks.
Appendix. We prove Theorem 2 in the following. Proof. Consider m consecutive cells c j;0 ; c j;1 ; : : : ; c j;m?1 (j = 0; 1; 2) in row j (Fig. 9) . Without loss of generality, we assume that n 2 > 0. Let c 0 2;0 ; c 0 2;1 ; : : : ; c 0 2;n 2 ?1 be the cells in row 2 that use x. Let s 2;i (0 i n 2 ? 1) 2 denote 2 s2;n 2 ?1 denotes the set of cells between c 0 2;n 2 ?1 and c 0 2;0 , which is empty if the network is not wrapped-around. Hence, when the cells are wrapped-around, we have m = n 2 + P n 2 ?1 i=0 js 2;i j n 2 + P n 2 ?1 i=0 (3n 0;i + 3n 1;i + 2) = 3n 0 + 3n 1 + 3n 2 ; when the cells are not wrapped-around (s 2;n 2 ?1 is empty), we have m = n 2 + P n 2 ?2 i=0 js 2;i j n 2 + P n 2 ?2 i=0 (3n 0;i + 3n 1;i + 2) = 3n 0 + 3n 1 + 3n 2 ? 2. In both cases, we have n 0 + n 1 + n 2 d m 3 e because n 0 + n 1 + n 2 is an integer.
In a wrapped-around network with three rows, each having m = 3 k 1 cells, the equation holds if and only if js 2;i j = 3 l i + 2 for all i = 0; 1; : : : ; n 2 ? 1. With js 2;i j = 3 l i + 2, at most 3 l i ? 3 cells in s 1;i and at most 3 l i ? 2 cells in s 0;i can use x. According to Lemma 2, the maximum reuse frequency in s 1;i and s 0;i is l i , which is achievable if and only if n 1;i = 0 and n 0;i = l i .
Theorem 4
In a (3k 1 ) (3k 2 ) wrapped-around cellular network, the optimal reuse frequency of a carrier x is k 1 k 2 .
Proof . From Lemma 3, we know that the reuse frequency of x, i.e., f(x), in any three consecutive rows is bounded by d 3k 2 3 e = k 2 . Since a (3k 1 ) (3k 2 ) layout has k 1 3-consecutive-rows, we have f(x) k 1 k 2 .
The equivalence relation ? partitions (3k 1 ) (3k 2 ) layout into 9 disjoint classes, each having exactly k 1 k 2 cells. If every cell in the same class uses the same carrier, the reuse frequency of the carrier is k 1 k 2 . Hence, the optimal reuse frequency of a carrier is k 1 k 2 .
From Lemma 3 and the pigeonhole principle, the following Lemma can be proved. Let r 0 = 2. Now consider the row r 00 = ((r 0 + 3) mod (3k 1 )). As shown in Fig. 11 , there are only k 2 cells in row r 00 , which happen to be in the same class G 0 , that can use x. From Lemma 4, we know that x must be used in the k 2 cells of class G 0 in row r 00 because x is not used in any of the cells in the two rows between the row r 00 and the row r 0 . Similarly, we can prove that all k 2 cells of class G 0 in row (r 0 + 3 j) (j = 0; 1; : : : ; k 1 ? 1) use x. In other words, S(x) = G 0 . Theorem 2 can be derived directly from Theorem 4 and Theorem 5.
